
Chapter V 

Lightning discharge as origin of atmospherics 

l . Introduction 

Atmospherics are the pulsive electromagnetic waves having 
mostly originated from lightning discharges and propagated long 
distances along the earth ' s surface. An aggregation of strong 
electromagnetic pulses emitted by a lightning discharge will 
propagate round the earth's surface through the atmospherical 
space limited between the ionosphere and the earth by the 
distance at least roughly a hundred kilometers, by the process 
of which some of the pulses involved in the original 
electromagnetic waves will be attenuated complete ly and 
others will be subjected to considerable deformations 
according to the electromagnetic structure of the space 
concerned and the intensity-frequency, as well as the phase
frequency characteristics of each of the original electromagnetic 
pulses . This rna.y be the principal procedure by which the 
so called atmospherics will be constructed. 

Concerning the origin of atn;ospht:lrics, it is well known 
that lightning discharges generally can be divided int o the 
two classes, i.e., the ground discharge and the cloud 
discharge. Corresponding to this, the atmospherics originating 
from lightning discharges must be attributed some t l mes to ground 
discharges and some times to t::loud discharges according to 
circumstances. Further, the observational results we 
have hitherto obtained by measureing the continuous records 
of electromagnetic field changes due to nearby lightning 
discharges, clearly has shown the fact that the greater 
part of the lightning discharges investigated by us could be 
classified into the category of a cloud discharge, therefore 
it is very expected that majority of atmospherics having 
propagated long distances also must come from cloud 
discharge s , if the nature of the atmospherics sources 
observed by us in IVlaebasi district of our country are very 
comprehensive, and applicable to the lightning sources in 
other part of the world. 

2 . Occurrence frequenci es of ground d.L f>r harges 
and cloud discharges. 

One of the most convenient way to distinguish a ground 
discharge from a cloud discharge is to investigate t he 
electromagnetic field changes _____ short r ange atmospheric 
waveforms due to lightning discharges, by the me thod 
of which we can easily discr iminate the two sorts of the 
discharges appear~ng in tbe r~~ge of distances from less 
than 5 km up to about 400 km. However, to know the occurrence 
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frequencies of ground discharges and cloud discharges in the 
source area af atmospherics , it is necessary to investigate 
the percentages of the two sorts of ~he discharges on the 
records '.·or atmospheric waveforms- hav1ng . 
propagated the distances less than 60 km from their 
orJ.gJ.ns. This will limit an appreciable deformations 
of the waveforms caused by the influence of ionosphere, and 
therefore the possible ambiguity may be avoided to arise 
in the discrimination of the two sorts of the discharges 
Foll owing this idea we have investigated the waveforms of 
atmospherics which have been r ecorded r espectively with 
the resultant gains -20~ +20 db of the waveform recorder, 
and represent remarkable variations resulting from the 
electrostatic component of the field changes due to a 
lightn i ng discharge . In this way we may be able to 
limjt the distances of the recorded lightning discharges 
within 60 km from the observation station (1). The result of 
this . investigation is represented in Table 1, according 
to which the percentages of ground dischqrges recorded by 
us, give the values extending 11.5 %........,. 30 % in the annual 
statistics , and the mean of the three years occupies 
23 . 7% 

Table 1. 

Year 
Sort 
of 1956 1958 1959 1956 - 1959 
discharge 

Ground 11.5 % 30 % 2.3 .1 % 2.3 .7 % 
discharge 

Cloud 88.5 c' 70 % 74.0 % 74.1 % 
discharge ib 

Unclas- 0 % 0 % 2.9 % 2 . 2 ~ 
sifiable 

Number of ' 
recorded 87 247 968 1293 
Waveforms 

......... ,-" 
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3. Polarities of atmospheric pulses produced 
by lightning nischarges. 

Generally speaking, a lightning disch9rge usually 
involves an appreciable number of fast streArher processes 
which may develop each at a very high speed lArger than 109 
em/sec (2) according to circumstances . bo that strong 
electr omagnetic pulses may be expected to r adiate from these 
fast streamers processes* , and to propagate long distances 
along the earth ' s .surface so AS to get a considerable 
deformations and finally to take the form of the atmospheric 
waves. According to the measurerr1ent of the pu] se widths of 
the main cljschArge type atmospheric vmveforms** (quasi 
sinusoidal type waveforms); the pi'Iincipa l portion of the 
pulse widths hystogram wer e found tc exist in the frequency 
range 6 - 9 kc, (3) which indicates a r entRrkable capacity 
of the electromagnetic ra~tation pulse , whose energy is 
concentrated at f r equencies round 10 kc, to propaga te long 
distances . Hence , i t will be reas0nable to ~onsider thAt 
a raoiation pulce proctuced by a fast streamer has a 
capacity to propagating a lcng dit tance, if the pulse width 
of i t being recorded in the neighborhood of its origin has 
the value roughly comparable with lOO~s. 
Ftegarding these points, VIB h.<we investigated the: polarities of 
the r 1-1dj a tion pulses which possess r emarkable 'lrw.li tudes and 
pulse widths roughly distributing 40 - 100 1us·** in median 
values

1 
on the records of atrr,ospheric waveforms due to 

lightning discharges occurring within the ~ istance less than 
60 km from the observation station . The polarity characteristics 

***Accor ding to our stAtistical investigationE , the radiation 
pulses coresponding to return ground strokes have the pul~e 
widths giving the median value 100 ,us , 13nd the remarkabl e 
radi'=ltion pulses corresponding to fast streame r proces~es 

involved in a cloud discharge have the pulse width giving 
the median value 40J.lS or 90 .us , in accordance with the 
nature of the str eamer proce~ses . 

* According to the measurement of atmospheric waveforms due to 
lightning discharges occurring at short distances, a cloud 
discha rge usually emitts groups of a few remarkable 
radlation pulses intermittently through the process of a 
lightning discharge. As the number of r adiation ~ulse 
groups emitted by a cloud dischArge,and the number of 
radlation pulses involved in a group are respectively 
21 and 2 in the median values, so that the total number 
of fast streamer s each e mitting strong radiation pulse 
will be 42 . 

+·*The atmN pheric waveforms probably coming from individual 
return strokes cor •. posing a ground discharge . 
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of individuAl pulses involved in the waveforms due to a 
lightning discharge are, of course, not alway identical with 
each other, nevertheless it is possible to determine the 
average polarity of radiation pul ses relating to a lightning 
discharge , because in most cases,the polarities of the 
individual pulses are held roughly unchanged throughout the 
period of a lightning dischar ge, Table 2 r epresents the r esult 
of the investigations of pulse polarities relating to return 
ground strokes which were recorded at the distances roughly l ess 
than 60 km from themselves. Following the table about 98 % 
of the 265 ground discharges examined a r e of positive polarity. 
~his indicate that the'return strokes mostly bring about negative 
discharges which neutralize the negative electricity dis-
tributing in the lower portion of a thundercloud , with the positive 
electricity induced on the earth 1 s surface located just beneath 
the negative e l ectricity, while the positive cases 

Table 2 

Year of observations 1958' 1959 

Polarity -t 98 .1 % 
of retlirn 
ground 0.8 % 
stroke -

complicated 1.1 % 

Number of ground 
discharges examined 265 

occupy only 1 % of all the investig~ted ground discharge ~ . 
For the sake of a comparison , the case of cloud discharges is 
represented in Table 3. The di stances of the cloud discharges 
concerned are similar to the case of ground discharges . 
The table indicates that 63~8 P of the exam~ned cloud discharges 
radiat e principally negative pulses,while t he case of positive 
polarity occupies only 8 %. Ther efor e it is evident that 
most of the cloud disch~rges principally radiate negative 
pulses . If we ignore the lightning discharges falling into the 
complicated case given in Table 2 and 3 , the percentages of 
the discharges which produce r espectively positive or negative 
radiation pulse s will take the ya l ues represented in T<~ble 
4. 
Following what Tabl e 4 indicates, it is clear that positive 
radiation pulses principally break out on the wavefor rrs of 
ground discharges and negative pulses pr incipally break out on 
the ~averorms of cloud discharges, so long as the lightning 
discharges are observed at distances roughly less than 60 km 
from the discharges . This will result in the product i on of 
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Tahle 3 

Year ::>f the observation 19:,6 

Polarity of differential -t- 7 .9 % 
pulses involved in 

63 .8 % cloud discharge waveform -
complicated 28.3 % 

Number of examined 
discharges 177 

Table 4 

e ~ Ground discharge Cloud discharge 
(Return Stroke) (Fast streamer) 

Pulse + 99.2 % 11.0 
Polarity 

- 0 .8 % 89 .0 
' 

Number of examind 262 127 
dischgrges* 

* Distances of the recorded lightning dischArges are all 
roughly less than 60 km. 

% 

% 

atmospheric v1aveforms not severelyinfluenced by the ionosphere 
through the process of their propagAtion . The meaning of 
this is that the positive and the negative strong racliation 
puhes must principally origingte respective ly from r e turn 
strokes of a ground discharge, developing upwards f r om the 
earth 1 s surface t • the cloud base, and from the negative fast 
streamers of the character of a dart leader, developing in 
the direction extending fron, the cloud base upwards . 

4. Waveforms of 8tmospherics 

~e have investi gated in the previous section the polarities 
of strong electromagnetic pulses which radiated from inaividual 
fast streamer processes involved in a lightning discharge that 
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appeared in the near distance from the station , and arrived 
at the conclusion that the positive and the negative strong 
radiation pulses must mainly be attributed respectively to the 
ground and the cloud discharges. However, how these polarities 
of the individual radiat ion pulses observed at their origins 
will vary with the increase in the propagation distBnces? One 
of the convenient way to see this point is to investigate 
statistica l ly the polarities of individual atmospheric 
radiation pulses having propagated appropriatly long ' · 
distances . An atmospheric propagated a long distqnce more 
than r oughly JOO km along the earth ' s surface generally has 
a complicated and diver se waveform , hence it is dif t' icult to 
interpr~t all the observed atmospheric waveforms of this sor t 
by one or two simple but comprehensive propagation mechanisms . 
However, it is also not so infre1uent that many of the atmospheric 
waveforms having recorded at a certain occasion really had the 
relatively r egular structure~ nccor ding to circumstances. 
One of the most typical case of this sort of atmospherics is 
the regular peaked type waveform which is constructed from 
t he successive multiple r eflections , between earth 's surface 
and theE ionospheric layer , of the original electro~agnetic 
pulse radiated from a fast stream~r involved in a lightning 
discharge . An example of this type waveforms is illustrated 
in Fig , l (a). 
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It is well known that the r egular peaked type atmospherics 
generally are recorded during the night- time, when the JD 
layer having existed in the day-time in the atmospherical Ppace 
bounded by earth 's surface and E laye r vanishes rapidly. 
Another remarkable type of the atmospheric waveforms wh ich 
have a regularity is the quasi sinur oidal type waveform 
representing a quasi sinusoidal damped oscillation, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1( b). This type of waveforms usually .·. 
are r ecorded under the day-time condition, in which the 
activity of the D layer is generally remarkable . In t his 
type of the waveform the first pulse and the succeed i ng 
pulses may be interpreted respectively by a ground wave, and by 
mode waves which are built up when the origin8l pulse with an 
appropriate frequency spectrum travel through the two 
dimensional waveguide corstructed from the earth ' s surface 
and the D lay6r. ln this case, D layer must absorb the 
energy of an atmospheric wav~ more strongly than ~ lay~r 
will do it at night . 

. . 
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(A) Regular peaked type atmospherics 

In this paragraph we shall investigate the r egul ar peaked 
type atmospheri cs which were recor ded with the waveform r ecor der 
gain 10 or 20 db . This l imits the waveforms with the amplitudes 
respective l y les s than 2 .1 or 0. 7 v/m being measured on the 
recor ds of w~v~forms. Lutkin and his colleagues r eported i n 
the ir paper l4J that the mean field intens ity of the i ndiv i dual 
atmospher ic pul ses , ea ch pr obabl y cor responding to a r eturn 
gr ound stroke or to a fas t s t reamer process i nvolved in a cloud 
dischar ge , amounted r oughly t o 3 vjm, when the atmospherics 
were recor ded at distances . r oughly 103 km apart from the 
discharg~ . Following these observational facts, it will be 
probable to infer that the records we have investigated were 
due to the lightning dischar ges having occurr ed statistical ly 
within the distances respectively less than about 103 or 3 x 
103 km from the observation station . Further, the measurement 
of individual regular peaked type wavefor ms has shown that the 
peak am litudes of the waveforms r eally distr ibuted roughly 
from 0 . 7 v/m to 5 v/m. This fact also seems to indicate 
the point th9t the waveforms we have investigated really came 
from lighthing discharges having appeared mostly in the 
range of distances roughly given by 4 x 102. ... _.~3 x 103 krn . 
Concerning this point the estimation of the pr opagation 
distances of the recorded atn1osphe r ics has been m3.de on an 
appreciable number of t he regular peaked type wavef orms by 
assuming theE lay8r altitude to be 85 km (5). The results 
of this examinAti on also has shown that the propagation 
distnnces of the atmospherics investigated r ea l ly distributed 
f r om 3 x 102 km t o 103 km. On the other hand,thc sunset line 
on the earth1 s surface will be moved from Maebashi roughly 
as far as 3 x 103 km to the westward in 2h 30m after the 
sunset in August , hence it is evident that partica l area 
of the earth 1 s surface within the distance 3 x 103 km from 
Maebashi, which may inclurle the origins of all measurable 
atmospherics will complete l y enter the night time r egion , 
if we recor d the atmospherics at a cer tain t ' n,e later than 
2h 30m after the sunset at this place in August . Under this 
condition , the measured atmospherics are all expected to 
have propagated the spaces completely lying under the night 
time condition ind8pendent of their arivql directions . The 
r esult of the pulse polarity measurement under the above 
limitation~ of the atmospher ic waveforms, l e represented in 
Tnble 5, in which+-t - - , etc hqve the meanings as follows . 
As the atmospherics corresponding to a lightning disrhqrge 
must generally be composed of, at l east , a few pulsive 
waves, like those illustrated in Fig. 1 , appearing in 
succession with appropriate time intervals . Hence if the 
first pulses of the greater part of the individual pulsive 
waves com·posing a wave tr9in have a positive or a negative 
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Table 5 

Polarity vari ation type of I-t + -- 87.8% 
an atmospheric wave train ' 

+ -' ...._ + 12. 2 % 

Number of examined atmospheric wave train 559 
I 

polarity, then we designate it respectively as t- +or - -. And if 
the first pulses of the individual pulsive wave ch<:mge their 
polarity from+ to - or from - toi- on half way of a wave train, 
we designate it by-t- - or - -t respectively. Then, the pulse 
polarity variation type-+ -, and - +inr1icated i n the T~ble 5 must 
be attributed to the statistical change in the polarity, or in 
the direction by the angle 1800 of the fast 
streamers in the course of a lightning discharg~ . Since these 
two polarity variation types occupy only 12.2 % of all the 
examined waveforms, the ignorance of the'se two may not r esult 
in any erroneous conclusion concerning the general postulation of 
the polarities of lightning streamers as origins of atmospherics. 
Table 6 represent the r esults which have been obtained by 

Table 6 

Polarity variation type of an + + 37 .8% 
atmospheric wave trains 

62.2 % 
- -

i 

Number of examined atmospheric wave trains 

I 
491 

I 

neglecting the pulse polarity variation types -r - and -+of the 
atmospheric wave trains. Concerning this point , t~e statistical 
polarity characteristics of the pulses involved in the 
electromagnetic field changes respectively due to a ground 
disch~rge and to a cloud dischArge, have already been given in 
the respective Tables 2 and 3 in regard to the lightning 
d ischarges having appear ed within the distances roughly ::..ess than 
60 km from the observation station . Further the occurrence 
frequencis of the ground discharges and the cloud discharges, 
both recorded at distances less than 60 km from the station , 
on the other hand, have been given in Table 1. Hence we c~n get 
the statistical knowledges about the pulse polarity character
isti cs concerning all lightning discharges which will be produced 
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qt distances less than 60 km from the observation station, 
through the simple calculation using the values represented 
in the above three tables . In this calculation the wavefor ms 
falling into the unclass i fiable case in Table l have been 
regarded as to appertain to the positive polarity variation 
type +., as the greater part of them have been composed 
statistically of the pulsive wave each with a pos tive polar l ty . 
The r esult of this calculation is represented in Table 7, . 
from which the Table 8 and 9 respectively corresponding to 
Table 5 and 6 can be easily obtained. 

~Pulse 
polarity 

Discharge ~ 
sort 

l 

Sort of 
dischar ges 

Polarity variation 
type of the 
waveforms* 

Polarity variation 
type of the 
waveforms* 

Table 7 

Pulse polar 'ty 
variation t Lrpe of 
the wavefor Ins* 

+ +-
Ground 
discharge 23.2 % 

Cloud 
discharge 5.9 % 

Un- 2.2 % clR.ssifil'l - . 
ble 

31 .3 % 

Table 8 

+ + -1 
complicated 

Table 9 

! 
++ 

- -

complicat 
ed 

--
0.24 % 0.26 % 

47 .0 % 21.0 % 

0 0 

47.44% 21 .26 % 

79 .7 % 

21.3 % 

39.7% 

60.3 % 

* Waveforms due to lightning discharges appearing at distances 
less than roughly 60 km from the observation station . 
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The comparison of Table 5 with Table 8 shows that the 
percentage of the wave trai.ns wh i ch represent more or less 
pulse polarity variations in the course of each train, is 
increased appreciably as the dist~nces of the original 
discharges becomes r emarkably short. The rea son of this may 
be as follows: the data giving the result of Table 5 are 
the r egular peaked type waveforms which propagated mostly the 
distances distributing roughly from 3 x 102 to 103 km therefore 

' the ~eversal of the first pulse polarity of each waveform 
composing an atmospheric wave tra in _______ probably correspond 
to a lightning discharge from positive to negative 
or from negative to positive in the course of a wave train 
may be attributed to the polarity reversAl of the ground 
pulse each originating from a r emarkabl e fast str eamer 
process involved in an original lightning dischqrge. Concerning 
this point, the thoreticql investigation of the propagation of?) 
VLF continuous radio waves made by J .R. Wait and his collegue 
clealy indicated that the phase of a VLF around Vlave can not 
be expected t o vary nearly as much as ~80 during the course 
of propagation of the ground wave through a distances roughly 
less than 2 x 103 km along the earth's surface, even through 
the electric conductivity of the earth's surface is varied 
from the value corresponding to dry earth to the value corresponding 
to sea water. Further a simple theory of continuous 
electromagnetic radiation from a dipl e antenna (?) shows the 
point that the vertical component of a radiated electromagnetic 
wave is composed of the two parts, i.e., the part contributed 
from the vertical component of the d.ipole, anc1 the part 
contributed from the horizontal component of it, however, the 
contribution from the horizontal component of the dipole is 
at least lo-2 times (7) smaller than the contribution from 
the vertical component of it, provided that the electromagnetic 
wave has propagated a sufficiently long distance along the 
earth's surface possessing an ordinarily plausible values 
of the refractive coefficient. Therefore the vertical componant 
of an atmospheric radiation having propagated a long distance 
will be determined by the vertical componant of the original 
dipole discharge that represents a fast streanter process 
involved in a lightning discharge . Following these two 
theor etical expectations, we may deduce the conclusion that 
the polarity r eversa l of the first pulse of an atmospheric 
wave that propagated a long distance, must generally be 
attributed to the reversal of direction of the vertical 
component or to the polarity reversal of a fast streamer . involv
ed in a lightning discharge . 

In contrast to this, when a lightning discharge breaks out 
at a distance roughly less t han 60 km from the observation the 
fiel~ reversal circle corresponding to a local 
discharge* will have a large diameter comparable with 60 km, 
if the lightning discharge, accordingly the local discharge, 



are inclined to the horizontal direction con~iderably, for 
the example, if a lightning channe l in a thunJe r cloud 
extends horizontally 3 km and vertically 1 km as reported by 
Workman and his colleagues (8). I n this case, the field 
r eversa l cir cles each corresponding to a loc~J di scharge will 
come to a location so a s to include , or to exclude, the 
observation station respectively, inside, or outside , of the 
circle in accordance with the aximuth and the a ltitude of 
a l ocal discharge. Concernlng t his point, as the directions 
of the local discharges involved in a lightning discharge 
will pr obably fluctuate, and a l tHude of them will progressively 
vary, from a local d ischar ge to another through the process 
of the l i ghtning discharge , ao the pr obability that the 
polarity of a radiation pulse due to a loca l dischar ge will 
be changed from a l ocal discharge to anot her may be increased 
appreciably, if the observation distances are decreased to the 
values roughly comparable with the field r eversal distan(es 
corresponding to individual l ocal 0i scharges . Hence , it is 
very expected tha t the atmospheric wave train recorded at 
a short nistance from a lightning discharge wil l represent 
more frequent polarity variations in the f irst pulses of 
the component waves than the atmospheric wave t r ain r 8corded 
at a l ong distance will do it. The comparison of Table 5 
with Tab:..e 8 also clearly indic~tes the tendency wh::.ch supports 
the above expectation , nAmely,. th.1t Table 8 v;hic-h corresponds 
to the records obta ined at short r istances actually indica tes 
more frequent polarity var lations in the f lrst pulses of the 
component waves than Tabl e 5 th<Jt corresponds to the r ecor ds 
obtained at long distance r eally in0i cates it. In contrast to 
the above fact , it is remarkable that the r esult r epresented 
in Table 6 fairly well coincides with that represented in 
Table 9 . From these statistical facts we have obtained, t he 
fo llowing conclus i on may be deduced: if the r~. gular peaked 
type atmospheric waves each have a positive fir st pulse , 
t he rnaj or i ty of the wave must come from ground di sc.harges, 
on the contr ar y , if the same type waves each hAve a negative 
first pulsE? the greater part of them muE' t be attr ibut ed 
to cloud d ischarges . To see the point how large part of the 
positive or the negative r egular peaked type atmospheric waves 
will come r espectively from ground discharges or cloud 
disch.grges , we h<:~ve rearranged the results represented in 
Table 7 that represent the case of short distant sources, 
and have obtained the fo llowing Tabl e 10. 
The statistical · t~ndency that has been indicated in Table 
7 can also be inferr ed f r om the_ pulse polarity inves~~gation 
of the regular peaked type atmospheric waveforn1s. 
The magnitudes of the fast e l ectr ostatic field changes and 

* A lightning discharge involves statistically 21 local 
disc~arges, from each of wh ich about 2 r adiation pulses 
will be emitted . 
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Ground discharge 

Cloud discharge 

Unc l ass if icable 

Total 

Table 10 

Pol arity Variation type of the 
Waveforms* 

-;- -+ 

74.1 % 0 . 6 % 

18.8 % 99 . 4% 

7.1 % 0.0 % 

100.0 % 100 . 0 % 
~··------------------~-------------------L--------------------~ 

* Waveforms due to lightning discharges apprearing at di stances 
roughly less 60 km from the observation station. 

the amplitudes of the radiation pul ses appearing on the short 
range atmospheric wavefor ms have been compar ed between the 
records of ground discharges and those of cloud dischar ges . 
The result of th i s investigation clearly indicates the point 
that a return gr ound stroke generally has a larger peak 
e lectric current and a larger time rate of incr ease in the 
electric current than a fast str eamer proces s involved in a cloud 
dis charge . Therefore it is statistically expected that the 
regular peaked type atmospheric~ , when they have lar~e 

ampl itudes , mu~t chiefly come from gr ound discharges, ~'md 

when they have small arr.plitude , they must chiefly come f rom 
cloud dischar ges . Hence if we classify the regular peaked 
type atmospherics into the two categories in accordance with 

their arr.plitudes , the large amplitude group must mostly 
correspond to gr ound disch3rges , and the small amplitude 
group must rr:ostly correspond to cloud discharges. Following 
to this· i dea we have classified the regular peaked type 
atmospherics with regard to their amplitudes, the result 
of which is represented in Table 11. 
As the large and the small amplitude gr oups r epresent ed in the 
table n;"linly relate r espectively to ground discharges and 
to cloud dischar ges , the results represented in Table 11 should 
statisticall y coincide with those represented in Table 4. 
The comparison of the two tables acutually indicates the 
expectation having been satisfied . Rather a trivial 
disagreement of the percentage values in the corresponding 
sp13ce of the two tables must come from the fact that the 
classification of the regular peaked type waveforms has been 
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Table ll 

Amplitude of r egular peaked 
- type atmospherics 

Large ** Small ** 

Pul se polarity \+ + 61 % 29 .7 % variation type of an 
atmospheric wave l- 39 % 70 . 3 % train -

Number of examined waveform 
123 366 train-l< 

* Regular peaked type atmospher ics 
** Atntospryerics have been classlfied into the large or the 

small c~tegory accor ding as their amplitude being roughly 
larger or smaller than 1 v/rn , r espectively. 

made with respect to their smplitude , so th~t an Appreciable 
number of ground disch~rges Are divided into the sm.qll 
amplitude group, '.md , on the contray , an appreci<:~ble number of 
cloud discharges are divided into the large amplitude 

_, group . For this reason the percentAge values represented in 
Tablro 11 are all more or less balanced and approach nearer to 
50 % va l ue thr-m the values r epresente(1 in Table 4 . 

(B) Quasi sinusoid~l type atmospherics 

he ::hall next investigAte statistically the polarities of 
quasi sinusoidal type atmospherics , as illu::trated in Fig. l(b), 
which m~y be recorded usually under the daytime c0noi t ion , 
This type of atmospherics will be constructed when the original 
c lect romagr.etic pul se rar1iating from a fast streamer proce~s 
involved in a lightning dischgrge will propagate a long 
distance through the tvm dimensional vJave- guide ~pace limited 
by the eqrth 1s surface and the D ionospheric layer, sc the 
process of the atmospheric wave formation is rather complicat
ed in this c~se, and the type is not suited for the estimation 
of propagation distances of toe individual atmospherics f r om 
the measurement of their waveforn1s . So th<t it is necessary, 
in this case, to meesure dir 9ctly the propagation distance 
of the indiviclual atrnnspheric through an Rppropriate Focerlure . 
On the basis of his coincident observation of the atmospheric 
'uaveforrns ~nd the direction finding of their origins, F.E . 
I utkin (4J gave the observntional result repres~nted in 
Table 12 concerning his statisticai investigation of the 
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first pulse pol~rity of each of the quasi sinusoidal type 
atmospheric waveforms having propagated the distances 
ranging from 8 x 102 to 4 x 103 km. The comparison of Tables 
l l and 12 clearly indicates tha t the result r epresented in 
latter table roughly coincide . with what is indicated in the 
for mer table concer ning the regular peaked type at mospherics 
of large amplitudes . Following F . ~. Lutkin , the 
ampl itudes and the propagation distances of the quasi 
sinusoidal type atmospherics giving the result of Table 12 

Table 12 

Quas:.. sinusoidal atmospheric waveform* 

Polarity of the + 67 . 7% 
first pulse 

32.3 % -
' 

Number of examined waveforms 288 
I 

* Pr opagation distance 8 x 102~ 4 x 103 km 

were cUstributed respectively 0 . 2'- 6 v/m and 8 x 102,..,_, 4 x 103 km. 
Concerning this point, our measurement of the r egular 

peaked type atmospherics gave the amplitudes values and the 
propagation distances distributing respectively 0 . 7~5 v/m and 
3 x 102,...._,. 103 km, on the basis of which we may expect the 
deduction that the atmoEpherics investigated by Lutkin had 
st8tistically larger amplitudes than ours if we take t heir 
propagation distances into account . Therefor e the 
observ~tional r esults will be as follows : lf we investigate 
the first pulse polarities of the atmospheric waveforms 
which have propagated the distances roughly given by 103 km 
along the earth's surface and possess large amplitudes, then 
60 -v 70 % of the investigated atmospherics will have the 
positive polarity, re gardless of the atntospherics being the 
regular peaked type or the quasi sinusoidal type. Th is 
is also the point which seems to support the inference that 
majority of the large amplitude atmospherics must origin.qte 
from ground discharges , and majority of the small amplitudes 
atmospherics must originate from cloud disch~rges . 

(G) Regular peaked type <md quasi sinusoidal type · . 
atmospherics originating from return 

groundstrokes 

.Sorne of the regular peaked type '=ltn,ospherics having 
propagated the distances roughly ranging 3 x 102---...- 103 km, 
and some of the quasi sinusoidal type atn,ospherics presumab
ly having propagated the distances comparable with the former 
type were obs~ved to have been preceded each by a small 
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a mpl itude irregular high f r equency t ype atmospheric , f r om which 
we inferr ed t hat t he a t mospherics concer ned actua lly 
origina t ed f r om gr ound discharges. Fig . 2, illust rates the Typica l 

I rre~1... l ar high 
f requency type 

3 ms 

I rregular high 
frequency type 

4 ms 
+---------------') 

Fig . 2 

I ,, 
I. Regu la r peaked type 
'I 

Quasi sinusoidal type 

1 956 . 8 .1 6 . 

examples of these two types of atmospherics preceded each by a 
i r regular high f r equency type atmospheric , in which (a) 
r epr esents the r egu l ar peaked type , and (b) the quasi 
sinusoidal type . . The f i rst pulse polarity h3s been 
investigAted on t he atmosphe r ic waveforms l ike those illustr ated 
in the Fig 2 , whose r esult is represented in the second and the 
thir d columr.s of Tabl e 13 . According t ') what we h:we already 
descr ibed , the polarity of a ground pulse-l< vlill not be changed 
dur ing the course of i ts propagation along t he earth 1 s surfAce , 
so long ~s the propagqtion distance does not exceed gt least 
2 x 103 krn . Hence , if the f irst pulse of qn atmospheric really 
cor re &ponds to a ground pul se, the pol arity of the first pul~e 

* Electromagnetic pulse propagating qlorig the ear th 1 s sur face . 
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discussed here must directly be connected with the pol arity of 
a ground return stroke independent of the atmospher ic 
waveform type , Fol l owing this idea, let us compare the 
results ob-vained from the measurement of atmopheric waveforms 
having propagated long distance~ with those of other 
estimation methods of occurrence f r equencies of positive 
and neg~tive electromagnetic field changes r espect i vely 
due to negative and positive ground dischar ges . The 
r esult is summar ized in Table 13, which indicate the fact 
that the occur rence percentages of the positive ~nd the 
negative electromagnetic field changes are not inf luenced 
considar ably by t he method of measur ement , i . e ., they m~st 
roughly represent the occurrence f r equencies respectively of 
the negative and the pos i tive return ground str okes 
constituting the origins of t he concerning electromagnetic 
flield changes. 

Table 13 

Method of Long range Short £lectr ostatic 
rec-ording waveform r ecorder range field meter 

Regular Quasi 
wavefor m 

I recorder 
Polarity peaked sinu-

type ** soidal 
t v ne * 

Polarity 
of + 84 . 3 % 100 % 99 .2 % 96.6 % electro- • 
magnetic 
field 
changes - 15 . 7% g % 0.8 % 3. 4 % 

Distance f r om 0"'- 6 X 0 -'--'1. 5 X ground 3 x 1o:S 103 km lO km 10 km d~scharge 

Number of 
examined 19 ll 262 176 
records 

.. 

* Atmospherics recorded under day- time conditions .• 
** Atmospherics recorded under night- time conditions . 

However , the investigate of detailes of Table 13 will show 
the point that a small but by no means negligible discrepqncy 
exist at least, between the case of the regular peaked · 
type "lnd the other· three cases . Concerning this points , it 
may be possible that the discrepancy partly romes from the 
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shortage of data of the regular peaked type waveforms, however, 
the greater part of it seems to be attributed to the effect 
of propagation of an atmospheric radiation pulse. If we 
consider the discrepancy between the r egular peaked type and 
the quasi sinusoidal type, i.e., the case depending on small 
number of datA, and the fairly well coinci~ence be:ween the 
quasi sinusoida l type and the other two r ecording methods, 
i.e., the case depending respectively on small and large 
number of data, we may presume that the discrepancy rather 
chiefly comes from the pulse polarity reversion due to a 
certain propagation mechanism of the regular peaked type 
atmospherics . . If this latter factor had predominated over 
the former factor, at least 15. 7 - 3.4 = 12.3% of the 
investigated r egular peaked type atmospherics would have 
been subjected to the pulse polarity r eversal . Further, 
for example , if the region of propagation distance~, 
inside which the polarity of the first pulse of a regular 
peaked type atmospheric is reversed, is sufficiently narrow 
compared with the range of the propagation distances 3 x 102 
~103 km, then the occurrence frequency of the regular peaked 
type atmospherics subjected to a polarity reversal will be 
limited to rather a small value. 

In the next place we shall investigate the probable 
cause of the polarity reversal of a regular peaked type 
atmospheric . 

Because the first pulse of an atmospheric waveform, as 
a ground pulse, will propagate along the earth ' s surface by 
a long distance , it .will be subjected to a strong attenution, 
while the succeeding pulseF, as sky pulses, will not propagate 
'3long the earth 1 s surface in any section .of their propagation 
distance , so long as the distance does not exceed roughly 
2 x 103 km, hence they will not be subjected to an appreciable 
attenuation . The regular peaked type wave form illustrated in 
Fig . 2(a), indicates the case in which the first pulFe is 
appreciably small er than the suceeding pulEe . This tencency 
is also discernible on the records of quasi sinusoidal waveforms, 
as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . To see this point statistically, 
the amplitudes E1 and E2 of the first ano the second pulses 
were measur ed on each record of a regula r peaked type atmospheric 
waveform preceded by a irregular ' high frequency type atmospheric , 
and then the r atio E1/E2 was derived for each waveform. Tabl~ 
15 represents the result of the statistical investigation 
of the ratio values . Following the table, it is evident that 
the amplitude of a ground pulse generally becomes smaller than 
that of the succeeding fir st sky pulse, when the concer ning 
regular peaked type atmospheric propagates the distance ex
ceeding roughly 400 km. Further the table includes ' six 
wAveforms whose propagation distances are roughly 800 km . 
These six cases ar e s een all satisfying the r elation 
E1 <..<. E2, therefore it is very probable that a ground pulse 
will be attenutaed faster than the succeeding sky pulse so 
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as to attain the magnitude much less thBn 1/10 of the latter 
pulse, if the propagation distance of the atnJospheric pulses 
becomes sufficiently larger than the above value. In this 
case it will be very difficult to detect the existence of a 
ground pulse on the waveform of a regular peaked type 
atmospheric. According to our measurement of the electromagnetic 
field changes due to a cloud discharge, a ground pulse 
radiated from a fast streamer process involved in the 
disch1rge has generally the pulse width of about 50 ps in 
the median value. This will make the lowest measurable value 
of the time separation between two successive radiation 
pulses ·comparable with 25 us. Henc~ it becomes 
difficult to measure the t Lme sepAration between the ground 
pulse and the first sky pulse on the record of a regular 
peaked type atmospheric having propagated the distqnce lar.ger 
than 2 x 103 km. For these two reasons, ·the propagation 
distance within which the ground pulse is discernible on the 
record of regular peaked type atmospheric waveform, will 
roughly be limited to l ess than 2 x 103 km. The theoretical 
est irnation of the individual pulse waveforms which compose 
a regular peaked type atmospheric with the propagation 
distance 103 km, recently has been made in our Institude(9) 
by assuming the current waveform of a ground stroke given 
by h. B. Niorrison (1), and the altitude 85 km of the E 
ionospheric layer. Fig. 3 illustrates the rough waveforrr,s 
of the ground pulse and the first sky pulse obtAined from 
these theoretical calculations . 

Fig. 3 

Jl 

!\ 
c; 

\ ~\.~ 
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It is remarkable that the first sky pulse takes the -::;:.type 
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waveform, while the ground pulses simply -r t ype waveform 

Since the negative deflection of the first sky pul5e is comparable 
with the positive deflection of i t , the composite r egular 
peaked type waveform will come to have the negative first 
pulse, if the ground pulse is subj ected to an ~bnormally 
stronger attenuation than the first sky pulse in the course 
of a pr opqgqtion process through the distances roughly 
given by 3 x lo2~103km along the e~rth 1 s surfAce. Concerning 
this point , w~ have alrearly rliscussed the possibility that 
a ground pulse generally attenurytes faster than the suceeding 
first sky pulse. To confirm this point we have measured on 
the WR.vef0rm of negative regular peaked type atmospherics the 
~unplitude E1 of the first negative deflection, and the 
amplitude r.2 of the immediately follovJing positive deflection , 
So that the value E1jE2 represented ·in the Table 15 for the 
case of negative regul1r peaked type at mospher ics , may be 
inferred to correspond to the ratio of the negative 
deflection relative to the positive deflection of the first 
sky pulse that has the waveform as illustrateo in Fig. 3(b), 
if the polarity of the first pulse of a regular peaked type 
atmospheric will be r eversed by the process that hAs 
already been ·described in· the· above discussiQn . Therefore 
it is expected that )E1/E2\ values corresponding to the 
negative regular peaked type a t mospherics 13.re statistically 
larger than those corr esponding t o the positive atmosp~erics, 
so long as we take only the atmospher i cs pr opagated 
sufficiently long distances into account . The comparison of 
the j1!:1/E2 I value , indicated in Table 15, between the posit ive 
and 1Jhe negative regular peaked type atmospherics propagated 
the distances 5 x 102""" 8 x 102 km, seems to irldicate the 
tendency to support the above point in spite of the s mall number 
of the data . Therefore, if we attach a large importance to 
this point, it will be pr obable thqt some of the regular 
peaked type ~tmospherics having propagated the distances 
3 x 102~ 10 km, actually have their ground pulses complete
ly 1ttenuated through a cer tain pr ocess of an abnormal 
pr opai!A. tion anri come to h·we each a nep:!!_~ive first pnl se . 
Thi n v.ill be '3. prPb"\blt::: mechan ism of the polarity r eversal 
of .-:; r(;;f:Ul<::r pt:::nkGc1 type ntmc·sphGric . 

5 Conr.lusion 
We have investigated statisticall;y· the pulse polari U es of the 

atmospher ics having propagated l ong distances along the carth 1 s 
surfaces from which the following conclusions have been 
obtained : 

(A) According to the statistacal investigation made on 
the reco~ds of electromagne~ic field c. hanges, the oc9urrenc~ 
freauencJ.es of the ground d1scha.cges and t~e cloud rhsccarg'-'s 
a r e-given roughly by 24% and 76% res pect1veJy. 

(B) The atmospheric waveform chidly. composed of a number 
of positive r adiation pulses and those ch1efly composed of 
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number of negative radiation pulses can be attribute~ .,.t,o 
the ground and the cloud dischRrges respectively so long 
as the wave~orms are recorded within the range of distances 
roughly l ess than 60 km . Concerning this poi nt the atmospherics 
(the regular peaked type and the quasi sinusoidal type) 
recorded at long distances roughly ;ranging 3 x 102 ......_ 2 x ·103 

km a lso r epresent the analogous tepdency with r8spect to 
their polar~ties , hence it is coucluded that the positive and 
negative atmospherics must chiefly originate from the 
ground and the cloud discharges respectively even after they 
have propagated long distances . The polarity investiga tion 
of the r egular peaked type Atmospherics really hA.s shown that 
the occurrence fre~uencies of the positive and the negative 
polarities are respectively 38 % and 62 %. 

(C) Tte _ occ~rrence frequencies of the groun0 and the 
cloud dischqrges r~spectively given by 24% and 76 % (see 
Item (A) ), do not exactly coincide with the occurrence 
frequencies of the positive and the negative regular 
peaked type atmospherics r espectively given by 38 % and 62 % 
(see Item (E) ) • These small but by no means neglibible 
discrepAndes may be r:~ ttributed to the fact th<~t not 
negligibly small number of the positive regul 3r peaked type 
'1tmospherics r eally originate from the cloud dischqrges , 

(D) It h1s been mr:~de statisti cally clear that the large 
And the small amplitude atmospher i cs correspono, in most 
cases, to the ground and the cloud disch6r ges, respectively, 
Rnd this is not influe nced by the f act whether the 13.tmospherics 
are the r egular peaked type or the quasi sinusoidal type . 

(E) ln a small number of cases, it is expected th1t the 
regular peaked type atmospherics may r ea lly be subjectad to 
the r ev0rsal of their pulse polarities while they are 
propag'3.ting the distances roughly ranging 102 ~ 103 km. 
In cont~a st to this, we coul d not find this kind of r ather 
an abnormal process of propagation on the r ecords of the 
quasi sihusoidal type atmospherics. 

( THE t.ND ) 
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